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ABSTRACT
How to deal with the unification of the history and reality of the old
industrial area, complete the problem of integration of function and
space? Collage as a design concept that expresses the multiple
coexistence and harmony of things, provides a reference for solving
this problem. This article mainly discusses the protection and reuse of
industrial heritage based on the concept of collage, and is an
exploration of the future development direction of industrial heritage.
Collage advocates the mixed use of multiple urban functions within a
certain spatial range, and establishes a walking system suitable for it
and a place that accommodates a vibrant urban life. It is a small-scale
intensive urban development model that reflects diversity and
openness. Combining it with the protection and reuse of industrial
heritage can improve the utilization efficiency of industrial heritage,
thereby creating more socio-economic benefits and integrating
industrial heritage into the rhythm of urban development, serving the
city more directly and effectively while making industrial culture can
be spread, industrial civilization can be inherited. This measure is of
great significance to the industrial heritage itself, the city where it is
located, and its users and citizens.
The full text is divided into 6 chapters. The first chapter is an
introduction, introducing the research background and research object,
meaning and current situation, methods and framework. The second
chapter is the basic research on the renewal of Barcelona's industrial
heritage, including the development process of its industry. Through
the inductive analysis of the transformation of Poblenou's industrial
heritage, it summarizes the main methods of its industrial heritage
renewal and the problems in the industrial heritage renewal. The third
chapter is the basic research on the collage concept, including the
origin of the collage concept to how to apply it to cities and buildings
as a design method, and the advantages of collage architecture.
Chapter 4 discusses the basic concepts of vitality regeneration and
summarizes the new advantages of combining collage and industrial
heritage renewal. Then, after some case studies, an industrial heritage
updating design strategy based on collage architecture was finally
proposed. The fifth chapter is the design practice of Cal l'illa
industrial heritage renewal. Finally, the conclusion of this study is
summarized, hoping to provide a certain reference for the future
development direction of the industrial heritage update.
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With the transformation of the city's economic structure and industrial
upgrading, the old industrial area originally located in the city can no
longer meet the urban functional needs of the post-industrial era.
Industrial enterprises in the original city were forced to relocate to the
fringe areas of the city, and were closed down. Abandoned industrial
plants are left in the city. These relics are disconnected from the city's
functions and become isolated islands in the city. At the same time,
around the industrial zone, the supporting living areas of the original
industrial zone that had accompanied the development of the
industrial era can only be forced into the new urban structure,
resulting in economic, environmental and other social problems.
Since ancient times, the development of the city has shown a
metabolic evolution process. As part of the historical function of the
city, people's attitude towards it has gradually changed from
overthrowing and rebuilding to rational transformation and updating.
The designer hopes that through the renewal and reuse of industrial
relics, the public's prejudice against "industrial ruins" will be changed,
and the functional transformation will be used to achieve its revival in
the new urban architecture, so that the industrial area will become a
part of urban metabolism and become a review and inheritance of
urban history. In the reconstruction projects of modern industrial
heritage, there have been a large number of excellent cases, which
have a good guiding significance for the reconstruction of industrial
areas, and have been followed by many planners and designers.
However, the transformation of any industrial area is complicated.
Under different economic and social backgrounds, the problems it
faces are also comprehensive. Therefore, under the premise of rapid
urban development, how to combine the industrial heritage of
different cities with the regional background and internal
characteristics, to achieve its material, functional, and economic
renaissance, and get the recognition and consensus of urban residents,
has become a focus issue in today's industrial heritage transformation
and update.
In 2006, the International Council of Monuments and Sites set the
propaganda theme to focus on industrial heritage, which greatly
broadened our understanding of the field of industrial heritage. For a
long time, people lacked understanding of the cultural connotation of
industry, and the concept of cultural relics protection was relatively
backward. In fact, each industrial heritage represents to a certain
extent the highest level of development of social productivity at that
time, and promoted the development and progress of society. Modern
BACKGROUND
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industrial heritage is more like a cultural carrier beyond the times and a container of
modern design ideas. Historical information on social economy, industry and
engineering technology. Through the protection and reconstruction of the industrial
heritage site, it has regained its charm in the urban space. The protection of modern
industrial heritage can also change people's ideology. The research on the
transformation of industrial heritage sites is not only about the transformation of its
functions, but more importantly, it exists more than its form. As long as its deep
meaning is deeply excavated and rationally transformed, industrial heritage will not is
burden, but wealth, and it will become a city's business card.
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Figure 1-1. The cement factory in Barcelona, Spain 
Based on the research on the renewal strategy of industrial heritage
based on the concept of collage, the research significance can be seen
from the three levels of the significance of industrial heritage, the
significance to the city and the significance to the users.
For industrial heritage, it is necessary to protect and renew its
material composition, such as buildings, structures and equipments.
The intangible components of industrial heritage, such as industrial
history and industrial civilization, need to be inherited and spread.
From a regional perspective, for cities, industrial ruins and
surrounding areas need to be governed and updated. From an overall
perspective, cities need to develop, economies need to grow, society
needs to progress, and culture needs to be shaped.
For users, unlike the pursuit of interests by designers and managers,
users embody more requirements for the physical environment and
the yearning for spiritual life.
The research on industrial heritage renewal strategy based on the
concept of hybrid and collage is a response and discussion to all the
above needs and problems. Compared with other similar related
responses and discussions, the concept of collage provides a new
perspective for the update strategy of industrial heritage. You can
refer to these meanings and provide positive guidance for practice.
SIGNIFICANCE
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This article is based on the concept of mixed use, there are strategies for industrial
heritage protection and reuse. The research method is reflected in the basic research,
conceptual model, and case support of the three links around the research object.
1. Basic Research
Strategies generally propose solutions to real problems, so the elaboration of strategies
is premised on a large amount of basic research. Basic research work is divided into
three parts: theoretical research and case collection.
(1) Online research
Through the analysis and comparison of the industrial heritage update in the Poblenou
area of ​​Barcelona, ​​select representative cases to investigate, including Can Ricart
Factory, Can Framis Museum, Parc del Clot, Albert Musterós Factory and other
projects.
(2) Theoretical research
The theoretical research is divided into two aspects, the theory about industrial
heritage and the theory about the development of collage. This includes research on
academic works, papers, directories, and documents on industrial heritage for the
former, and collage works, papers, and documents on the latter. Its theoretical content
involves many aspects such as research, history, society, economy, culture, policy and
law.
(3) Case collection
Collected and compiled a large number of related cases in Barcelona, ​​mainly




On the premise of a lot of basic research, to explore the entry point of the industrial
heritage topic, this article selected "mixed use" as a breakthrough.
(2) Purpose:
The purpose of this article is to construct a conceptual model of "protection and reuse
of industrial heritage based on the concept of collage", and then describe it, and try to
use it to provide a solution to the development of industrial heritage, cities and people.
3. Case support
The conceptual model of "protection and reuse of industrial heritage based on the
concept of mixed use" requires a large number of cases to prove it. It is worth noting
that at present, the “reuse of industrial heritage protection based on the concept of
mixed use” may not have formed a complete, shaped, and appropriate case. This
requires that the cases collected in the basic research link be selected at different
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2. INDUSTRIAL HERITAGE: THE CITY'S PAST AND FUTURE
2.1 History of industrial development in Barcelona
2.2 Industrial heritage regeneration
2.3 The main methods of industrial transformation in Barcelona
2.4 Problems in the transformation of industrial heritage
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With the development of cities and industrial upgrading, a large
number of industrial buildings have been idled in the last century.
Compared with direct demolition, it has become a more recognized
practice by the government and many citizens to transform it into a
building with new functions.
However, industrial buildings have different functional volumes and
different urban environments. The way in which architects transform
them is particularly worth considering. In the article "Renovation of
Industrial Buildings-Past, Present and Future", author Christian
Schönwetter introduced the transformation methods based on different
functional positioning from the history of the transformation of
industrial buildings, analyzed the advantages and limitations of
multiple transformation methods, and From this, we look forward to
the future transformation model.
“There is a new spirit. Industry is as turbulent as a river that flows to
its destination. It brings us new tools suitable for this new era inspired
by the new spirit .... This is the American barn And the factory, the
glorious debut of the new era. ”[1]
——Le Corbusier, Towards New Architecture
When Le Corbusier wrote "Towards New Architecture", it was the
time when the industrialized and standardized modernist architectural
concept began to mature. But Corbusier did not foresee that at that
time, due to the transformation of the western world from the
manufacturing society to the service society, these once "new spirit"
masterpieces later became the remains of the old era. Even in the late
1960s, many city builders demolished old industrial plants.
Today, we have already thought deeply about such issues. The
transformation of the heritage of industrial architecture has broken
through the stereotypes of people's original factory buildings. Many
historical protectionists have also tried their best to protect them.
[1] Le Corbusier, Towards New Architecture, Martino Fine Books, 1927
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Barcelona is located in the northeast of Spain, bordering the Mediterranean Sea. Due
to its strategic location, it inevitably becomes the largest seaport city and industrial
center in the country. Spain’s most industrialized city is considered to be the country’s
industrial capital to a certain extent. And an important driving force of the Spanish
economy. The history of Barcelona's industrial development is mainly divided into the
following stages.
Before 1950: Social struggle and industrial development
In the 19th century, Spanish industry began to develop. Barcelona established a steam
engine textile factory in 1832, becoming the most advanced city in industry in the
country, and the earliest city in the Spanish workers movement. However, the rapid
development of industrialization was accompanied by the intensification of social
contradictions, which ultimately led to the civil war in the early 20th century. So until
the 1950s, Barcelona was in a period of economic depression.
1950 -1990s: Economic development and structural transformation
It was not until the 1950s that the economy gradually began to recover. From the
1950s to the second half of the 1970s, from the 1950s, due to the influx of immigrants,
the huge demand for housing in Barcelona led to the rapid development of Barcelona’s
cities and led to a complete transformation of the Barcelona city model. With the
development of the city, many low-rise houses have been built in sparsely populated
areas. Since the 1960s, some associations have called for basic social services and
infrastructure for housing. Until the 1970s, there was a contradiction between rapid
development and inadequate infrastructure in Barcelona. Since the 1970s, some
housing projects have gradually begun to be built, which has generally met people’s
demand for housing.
From 1975, on the economic side, Barcelona began to experience economic recession
and population decline in 1986, which prompted the industrial type that started in
Barcelona since the late 1960s. On the political front, with the collapse of the
authoritarian regime, the transition to a democratic political system began until 1981,
and this excess exacerbated the economic depression.
At the same time, Barcelona began to transform its industrial structure and accelerate
the process of urbanization. Due to the economic recession and the reduction of jobs,
many people lost their jobs. On the other hand, the layout of industry has also
undergone great changes: due to the abandonment of factories and many aging
facilities in the city center, industrial buildings have begun to move to the edge of the
city. Other industries began to replace the industrial manufacturing in the city center.
At the same time, Barcelona began to appear urbanized, people's living conditions in
the city center began to deteriorate, and many people began to move to rural areas. In
1986, the 1992 Olympic Games was confirmed to be held in Barcelona, ​​which
provided a very important opportunity for Barcelona's urban renewal.
2.1 History of industrial development in Barcelona
Take the Poblenou district of Barcelona as an example. Between 1963
and 1990, with the development of other industrial districts (such as
Zona Franca), the Poblenou district slowly declined, and more than
1,300 factories were closed one after another. Abandoned, the
industrial space was later replaced by storage, and the entire area was
dead. To welcome the Olympic Games, Poblenou started renovation
projects, including: improving the transportation system, connecting
Poblenou district with the city, the pier and the airport; building the
Olympic Village, which is the first residential area on the Barcelona
coastline...
Slowly, Poblenou District showed great potential, which naturally led
to huge discussions. In order to ensure the rational development of
urban resources, in July 2000, the government passed the Poblenou
Industrial Zone Transformation "Urban Planning Amendment", also
known as 22@planning case. After entering the new millennium,
22@Barcelona redefined the function of Poblenou’s old industrial
area, created a new model of urban planning, replaced the urban
division of the old city, and established unique industrial uses. The
brand-new 22@ production activities are noise-free and pollution-free,
and social housing built in 1953 has been standardized and restored.
With the development of the 22@Barcelona project, the social and
economic vitality of the district with a long history has been restored.
Through transformation, the old industrial zone will be transformed
into a high-quality urban and environmental space, creating a new
urban space model, and integrating knowledge and innovation.
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Figure 2-1, Poblenou in the 19th century
Figure 2-2, Map of Barcelona
2.2.1 Industrial Heritage Concept
The Charter of Lower Tagil stated the basic concepts of the
international community regarding industrial heritage: “All buildings
and structures created for industrial activities, the crafts and tools
contained in such buildings and structures, and the towns in which
such buildings and structures are located And the landscape, as well as
all its other material and non-material manifestations, are of vital
importance; industrial heritage includes industrial and cultural relics
with historical, technical, social, architectural or scientific value,
including buildings and machinery, factories, production workshops
and Factories, mines and processing and refining sites, warehouse
warehouses, places for production, transfer and use, transportation
and infrastructure, as well as places for social activities related to
industry such as residence, religious worship or education”.[2]
2.2.2 Reasons For Industrial Heritage Renewal
1) Location reasons
Due to the continuous expansion of the city scale, the location of the
original industrial land has been relatively "displaced" to the central
area of ​​the city, and its location advantages have been
correspondingly highlighted, and its economic value has also been
greatly improved, but the lagging industrial structure and
obsolescence, production equipment and shrinking market demand
make the economic benefits of industrial enterprises low. In order to
maximize the economic benefits of land output, the industrial land is
updated.
2) Development reasons
Due to the upgrading of the industrial structure of the industry and the
increase in market potential, industrial enterprises have been able to
develop rapidly. The original industrial land and the surrounding
environmental conditions have not met the new requirements of
industrial enterprises, which has formed a tie for their development
and affected their economic value. Therefore, when the industrial
enterprise moves to a new factory site, the original industrial land
must also be faced with renewal.
3) Environmental reasons
In the process of the relative "displacement" of industrial land to the
city center, more and more urban residents gather around the
2.2 Industrial Heritage Regeneration
[2] The Nizhny Tagil Charter for the Industrial Heritage, 2003
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industrial land, and urban life also begins, so the pollution problems accompanying
industrial enterprises have become increasingly prominent. With the continuous
strengthening of people's environmental awareness, the problem of pollution has
caused more attention, so the industrial land needs to be updated to meet
environmental standards.
4) Planning reasons
The planning factor is a self-influencing influence mechanism, which is to
strategically locate the long-term development of the city from a macro perspective,
weigh the pros and cons, and enforce the adjustment of the land use function.
It is worth noting that the above reasons do not exist and function in isolation. In
actual situations, they are usually dominated by one reason, other reasons are related
to each other, and the mutual effect of mutual influence is the same. The above reasons
are also common. of.
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2.3 The Main Methods of Industrial Heritage Renovation
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By classifying all the industrial heritage renovations in the Poblenou
district of Barcelona, they are generally transformed into the
following functions: Expo and tourism development, residential,
office, public leisure space or landscape park, creative industrial
park and tourism shopping, leisure and entertainment, etc. The
main methods of comprehensive development functions are:
1) Protection-led
After the initial demolition and construction, people gradually
realized that industrial heritage, as a category of cultural heritage, has
many values and should be protected. Especially for those with
special significance due to historical records, historical events or their
own characteristics, it should be more so. Therefore, a protection-
oriented development approach was adopted for industrial heritage. In
this way, the part of industrial heritage reuse often exists to cooperate
with the part of auxiliary protection.
Figure 2-4, Can Ricart
Can Ricart is one of the three 19th-century industrial parks reserved
in Barcelona. Together with Can Batlló of Carrer Urgell and Can
Batllóof Sants, it was originally engaged in textile production. It was
designed by architects such as Josep Oriol i Bernadet and Josep
Fontserei Mestre. It has great rationality in composition and high
quality of urban environment. The factory building is composed of
buildings, streets and squares. The plot began before the Eixample de
Cerdàproject in 1853; two different historical sites coexisted.
40
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The most outstanding elements of the scene are the chimney, the bell
tower and the ships before 1930. The urban structure before the Cerdà
urban plot is also very valuable, obtaining the corners of the wall and
the evocative space of the nineteenth century.
Can Ricart records the process of urban development and is an
important part of Poblenou and Barcelona’s industrial heritage, so it is
now preserved as a whole so as not to lose the essence of its 19th-
century factory structure.
2) Museum Exhibition
Reconstruction of industrial buildings of industrial heritage into
display buildings such as museums and exhibition halls, which is the
most common method of industrial heritage protection and reuse as a
starting point.
Figure 2-5, Can Framis Museum , Jordi Badia
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Take the Can Framis Museum as an example. Can Framis is a textile factory at the end
of the 18th century. With the passage of time, it lost its original function and became
the memory of the industry in Poblenou District. Today, it was transformed into a
contemporary painting museum by Jordi Badia. At the entrance, after passing through
a lot of plants and narrow paths, it becomes an art center, filtering out the rhythm and
"noise" of the city, and taking us to accept the art experience.
The old hangar built on the original land and the 1.5-meter height difference from the
surrounding streets are resolved through the entrance garden. In the central part, two
protected industrial buildings and new concrete volumes form a spacious courtyard at
the entrance of the museum. By applying limestone mortar to the old exterior wall that
has no outstanding architectural value and similar to the new piece of openwork
concrete, the unity of the whole building is enhanced. In addition, this method allows
us to understand the structure and renovation of the building, continuing its history.
3) Public Rest
This way is to locate the development direction of the original industrial land from the
perspective of urban development. In the process of high-speed urban development,
the development of urban public rest space has always been lagging, which is caused
by the wrong development concept of blind pursuit of efficiency. The protection and
reuse of industrial heritage has brought opportunities to solve this problem, and a large
amount of industrial land has been renovated into a public rest space.
Figure 2-6, Parc del Clot 
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Take Parc del Clot as an example. It was an old RENFE railway
factory and workshop in the 1980s. It is now transformed into a park
and used by local communities. It incorporates the architectural
elements of the past in a modern environment. These elements once
witnessed the mechanic workshop held at the place. The year the park
opened in 1986, the chimneys, arches and walls were incorporated
into Clot's new green space. The remaining elements of the factory
are the bridges of the entire park and become an important element
for the perfect integration with the surrounding environment.
4) Creative Industry
The development of creative industrial parks in combination with the
original industrial land is a topic that has been discussed more often
nowadays. Creative industry is an emerging industry that appears in
the process of urban industrial structure adjustment.
Albert Musterós Factory was a factory designed by Josep Pansas Coll
in 1955. The protection level is C/D. After its function gradually
declines, it is currently transformed into a joint office, artist studio,
concert hall and Razzmatazz nightclub.
Figure 2-7, Albert Musterós Factory , Jordi Badia
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2.4 Problems in the Transformation of Industrial Heritage
1) Big demolition
In the renewal of industrial land, because people's awareness of the protection and
reuse of industrial heritage is relatively weak, they have not seen the multiple
values ​​of history, culture, art, science and technology, and society that industrial
heritage itself has, and they are not bound by laws and regulations related to industrial
heritage. And regulate people ’s behavior, so driven by economic interests, a method
of overthrowing and rebuilding industrial heritage was adopted. This method can solve
the problems of urban industrial imbalance and urban land tension, but pay too much
attention to the material of industrial land. Ignoring its non-material level is not
enough to solve the problems of a single city image and lack of urban culture. In this
way, the blind pursuit of immediate benefits ignores the sustainable long-term
development of the city.
2) Closed protection
With the progress of economy and society, people's awareness of the protection and
reuse of industrial heritage is also increasing, and more and more attention is paid to
the protection of industrial heritage. But what is so far-reaching is that there is a
"formalin-style" closed protection, which makes the isolation of industrial heritage in
the process of urban development increasingly prominent. The protection and reuse of
industrial heritage has not become an opportunity for urban development. It is even
out of touch. As a scarce non-renewable resource, the land tension problem is
becoming more and more serious in urban development today, but the utilization rate
of the original industrial land is extremely low, although compared with the large-
scale demolition and large-scale construction, closed protection can solve the single
image of the city and the lack of urban culture And other issues, but this method has
not achieved the economic and social benefits corresponding to the original industrial
land, which is undoubtedly a huge waste of social resources.
3) Single way
Through the previous analysis, we can objectively realize that some existing methods
of protection and reuse have their merits in different degrees and different angles, but
we should also see that there are too few methods of protection and reuse, and its
direct consequences are attractive. The audience is limited and the range of
beneficiary groups is narrow, so it has an exclusive victory. These methods of
protection and reuse have different degrees of `` out of touch with the daily urban life
of the citizens. For some people, industrial heritage has become a blind spot in their
urban life. It is the same as the situation before the industrial land has not been
updated. The participation of citizens is low, and the land The utilization rate is also
low.
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And in the same way as urban development, there are fewer existing
industrial heritage protection and reuse methods, coupled with the
lack of new ideas, there is also a phenomenon of repeated
construction, so that the industrial heritage of different land use is not
formed between cities, between cities and cities Complementary
advantages have resulted in unnecessary competition and waste of
social resources, resulting in slow economic growth and high costs.
It can be seen that the single method of protection and reuse ignores
the connection between industrial heritage and urban development-
there is no effective positioning of the method of protection and reuse
of industrial heritage from the perspective of urban development,
making industrial heritage in the city life of popularity and vitality.
There are missing important aspects. Admittedly, the existing methods
of protection and reuse have made some urban problems alleviated to
varying degrees, but their strength is far from enough, and they have
not yet achieved the desired results.
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Darn collage, old and new symbiosis
History with traces of the past
Start participating in the city's present and future
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3. A NEW REALITY
3.1 Concept of Mixed Function
3.2 Against Modern Movement: Anti-urbanism
3.3 Collage Buildings -- A New Reality
3.4 Advantages Of Collage Buildings
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Jane • Jacobs believes that diversity is the nature of a city, and that “diversity of urban
functions” and “mixing of basic functions” are the foundation of urban vitality. [3] At
the same time, in the process of urban development, the attributes of living and
working are gradually merging. As Feng Gerkan said, "All this means a fundamental
change for architecture in the new millennium ..." The city's life, work, and leisure
forms are also developing in a diversified direction, responding to such changes in
space requirements , "Those old workshops transformed in the post-industrial era
provide an ideal place for the emerging new lifestyle with their high space and ample
area." [4] To enhance the vitality of industrial heritage, it is bound to add new content,
integrated into the future development of the city. Not only need to be given new
functions, but also include new architectural forms, and more importantly, the
integration of old and new. The mixed development and utilization of old spaces helps
to create a variety of new and vibrant urban communities.[5] While saving costs and
creating economic value, improve the human vitality of the entire region.
[3] Jane Jacobs, The Death and Life of Great American Cities [M], Vintage Digital,2006
[4] Gerkan, Architect MOOK Series [M], Wiley; 12 edition, 2001
[5] Tian Ye, Li De xiang, Bi Xiang yang, mixed residence of residents of different classes and its
feasibility analysis, Journal of Architecture 2006 (4): 36-39
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Figure 3-1: Jane • Jacobs (1916-2006) 
3.1.1 Proposal Of Mixed Function Theory
In the 1950s and 1960s, during the period of rapid urbanization in
Europe and America, its suburbs developed rapidly, and the decline of
many large urban centers occurred. In this regard, Jane Jacobs, a
famous Canadian city theorist, proposed urban planning and design
ideas based on social and economic considerations. She believed that
diversity is an instinct of a big city. Thousands of people gather in the
city. Their interests, abilities, needs, wealth, and even tastes vary
widely. Whether from an economic or social perspective, cities need
There is as much intricacy and mutual support as possible in the
"diversity of urban functions" to meet people's life needs, that is to
say, the development and prosperity of cities cannot be separated
from "functional mixing". Jacobs recognized in her famous book "The
Life and Death of American Cities" that it proposed four remedies to
improve urban diversity. Retaining old houses to provide traditional
SMEs with a place to maintain a high density of residences. Complex
demand increases the number of small shops along the street and thus
increases the activity of the street, reduces the scale of the block and
increases the contact of residents.
After the "Athens Charter", with the development of cities and social
productivity, the complexity of cities becomes more and more
obvious. In the late 1970s, the International Construction Association
held an international academic conference in Lima, Peru, in view of
the world's urbanization trend and new content in the process of urban
planning. Architects, planners and relevant officials at the meeting
took the "Athens Charter" as the starting point, summed up the urban
development and the evolution of urban planning ideas, theories and
methods in the past half century, especially after the Second World
War, and looked forward to further urban planning The direction of
development finally signed the Machu Picchu Charter.
The Machu Picchu Charter denied the practice of functional division
of the Athens Charter. On the basis of summarizing the exploration
and practice of urban planning theory for many years, the Machu
Picchu Charter put forward the functional zoning advocated by the
Athens Charter, which destroyed the city ’s organic connections and
did not consider the people between the city residents, and the
relationship between the buildings in those cities is an isolated unit,
3.1 Concept Of Mixed Function
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denying the fact that human activities require flowing continuous spaces. In the
process of practice, people found that the rebuilt urban community was not as vibrant
as before or some unreconstructed areas, and the newly built city was also quite
indifferent and monotonous, lacking vitality. The Machu Picchu Charter clearly stated
that the city should not be considered as a series of components, but must strive to
create a comprehensive, multi-functional environment.
The Machu Picchu Charter is not a complete denial of the Athens Charter, but a
criticism, inheritance and development of it. In the "Machu Picchu Charter", it is
stated that the "Athens Charter" is still a basic document of this era. Some of the
principles it proposed are still valid today, but with the progress of the era, urban
development is facing a new environment and human recognition new requirements
are also put forward for urban planning. Some of the guiding principles of the "Athens
Charter" can no longer adapt to the development and changes of the current situation,
so they need to be revised.
3.2 Against Modern Movement: Anti-urbanism
The birth of new urbanism mainly came from the reflection on the modernist urban
planning theory and the excavation of the rationality of the century European and
American town planning models. This theory mainly comes from the urban design
level. It seeks to redesign the suburban development model according to the
traditional town model, so that all parts of modern life become a whole again, and the
living, working, commercial and entertainment facilities are combined to become a
compact, walkable, mixed new types of communities used.
This new development model combines social and environmental considerations, such
as reducing the use of motor vehicles, encouraging the use of public transportation,
more diverse, complex and mixed residences, respecting the natural environment and
places with historical characteristics and traditional towns. Many of its features
include pleasant scales, winding streets, well-defined public spaces, diverse residential
types, and multifunctional centers within walking distance.
The founders of the new urbanism are the couple Danny and Pratt Zberg, referred to as
DPZ, DPZ has its own basic rules of town design, general map, street network,
pedestrian network, street section, control plan, public buildings and squares. The
most influential classics they designed were "Marina City" and Canter land Town,
featuring traditional high-density, small-scale and pedestrian-friendly architectural
spaces.
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3.3 Collage Building - A New Reality
Figure 3-2, "Avignon Girl", 
Picasso
Figure 3-3, "Still Life and 
Wicker Chair", Picasso
The term "collage city" originated in
the late 1970s, after a large-scale
modern city renewal under the
guidance of technical rationalism, and
it also coincided with the rise of local
contextualism and postmodernism.
"Collage" can be understood as a
neutral compromise attitude to deal
with the problem of urban form, and it
can also be understood as an effective
way to break the binary opposition
between traditional urban structure and
modernist planning. It can be said that
the idea of ​​"collage city" is a critical
reflection on the utopia of modernism.
It considers that modern architecture
cannot replace all traditional urban
layouts with its functionalism and
structural system from a diverse
perspective, so it also abandons any
kind of architectural shaping which is
an absolute means of urban leadership.
Due to the practice of putting together
different element symbols in
postmodern architecture, the idea
of ​​"collage city" is often divided into
the postmodernist architecture. In fact,
it is not precise enough. Investigate its
motivation, "Collage City" is an in-
depth discussion about the city's
culture, function, and structural form.
It is an open attitude to the city's
existing history, existing structure, and
new needs, not a symbol that stays on
the surface of the building.
Superposition of vocabulary. At the
same time, "Collage City" is also an
effective method that has been adopted
by European cities since the 1970s.
This idea still has a positive effect on
the continuation of the urban context
Figure 3-4, "Bottles, Glasses 
and Violin", Picasso
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in the world, especially on the renewal
of historical urban areas in the
contemporary context.
3.3.1 The concept of collage
Collage refers to a kind of multiple
coexisting, harmonious and different
contact methods or bodies of things and
phenomena or things [6]. Due to the
difference between the nature and
surface phenomena of things and
different things, this difference is
softened through superposition,
juxtaposition, combination and other
methods to form a new whole. It is
worth noting that the new whole is not a
simple pile of things, but a fusion of
various characteristics of the original
things, and at the same time has a new
look. The core concept of "Collage" is
pluralism and coexistence. As a concept
opposed to "one yuan", "purity", and
"unity", collage advocates the
communication and interaction of
different things, emphasizing conflict,
collision and contrast Gain new balance
and coordination. The multiple value
orientation of the collage and the
consciousness of no fixed center make
people's thoughts no longer stick to
unified standards and forms, bringing
about the liberation of thoughts, thereby
creating more possibilities.
3.3.2 The development of collage
The development of collage has gone
through an evolution process from
intangible to tangible, from plane to
three-dimensional, from technique to
concept.
(1) The origin of collage
French anthropologist Lewis Strauss
once described the concept of "collage"
in "Wild Thinking": “Bricoler” was first
used in pinball, billiard, hunting and
equestrian activities ——These
movements are carried out in non-
predetermined paths, such as the ball
rebounding, the dog detoured or the
horse drove away from the original
trajectory to bypass the obstacle. "[7]
From this point of view, the route
changes and uncertainty Become the
fun of sports. In the field of art,
"Bricolage" refers to a creative
technique that a collage maker is
different from an engineer. Compared
with an engineer, a collage maker “will
not be limited to the raw materials and
tools prepared for a certain project
target” [8] , uses whatever is available
for processing The painter collects,
processes, creates and expresses with
the existing materials at hand.
Use Picasso's work to understand the
meaning of “collage”. “Still life on the
wicker chair” (Stillleben mit
Rohrstuhlgeflecht, picture 3-2) is
Picasso’s first collage work completed
between 1911 and 1912. He abandoned
the traditional drawing paper and paint,
glued part of the fabric on the seat to the
[6] Ma Xiaoou. Research on the design of urban collage. Beijing: Northern Engineering Industrial
University, 2006.
[7] Rowe, Colin and Koetter, Fred. Collage City[M]. German version translated by Hoesli, Bernhard /
Oswald, Monika/Reble, Christina / Stoeckli, Tobi. Basel: Birkhaeuser press,1997 (5. Edition).
[8] Rowe, Colin and Koetter, Fred. Collage City[M]. German version translated by Hoesli, Bernhard /
Oswald, Monika/Reble, Christina / Stoeckli, Tobi. Basel: Birkhaeuser press, 1997.
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canvas, and then described the objects
“concretely”-as if there was still life
placed on the seat. The traditional
rattan chair actually appeared on the
canvas as a true identity and used as an
expression of painting.
(2) The development period of collage
From the beginning of the 20th century
to the 1960s, “collage” as an artistic
language has developed rapidly in
modernist art, and the objects and
processes of collage have been greatly
enriched. In 1907, Picasso’s “Avignon
Girl” combined multiple objects from
different perspectives into the picture,
and tried to show the most complete
image of things from the integration of
different fragments, so that the flat
graphics obtained a three-dimensional
expression effect. Completely breaking
away from the previous art’s expression
from one viewpoint, it not only created
a new situation of French cubism, but
also formed the prototype of modern
collage painting (Figure 3-2).
Subsequently, Cubist artists boldly tried
to collage the occasional materials in
real life (such as scrapped newspapers,
wallpaper, oil cloth, wood grain paper,
etc.) into the picture, trying to arouse
people's thinking about real and false,
such as Picasso's "Still Life and Wicker
Chairs" and "Bottles, Glasses and
Violins" (Figures 3-3~3-4). They also
decomposed the objects in the works
into different blocks and then
recombined them, blurring people ’s
original impressions of the objects, and
Figure 3-6, Italy Square in 
New Orleans
Figure 3-5, Le Portugais, 
Georges Braque(France), 
1911
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interpreting the order of the pictures in a
new way, such as Braque ’s “Portuguese”
(picture 3-5).
If collage has been boldly tried in the
hands of cubist artists, then Dadaist
artists have taken advantage of the
accidental nature of collage-the random
combination of things in order to echo
their nihilistic claims to everything .
While the futurism and surrealism that
appeared afterwards continued to reveal
the accidental nature of the collage, they
expanded the material of the collage to
any available things. At this time, anti-
rational collage became the mainstream,
and the things that combined with each
other were often In an isolated or
unconnected state. In the 1950s, Pop
artists brought the art of collage back to
the life of the public. Pop Art advocated
the integration of popular culture into art,
and collected and copied the life
elements familiar to the public to reflect
consumer culture The real existence of
‘s’ achieves a humorous or ironic effect,
such as the visual impact of repetitive
elements in Andy Warhol ’s “Green
Coca-Cola Bottle” to express the impact
of industrial civilization on people ’s
lives.
From several collage works, the
following characteristics about "collage"
are summarized:
(1) Media: "Collage" abandons the
traditional painting method of using only
pen and paper. Anything that is readily
available can be used.
(2) Techniques: Subversion of the
understanding of traditional materials,
through the disruption of materials,
collage and reorganization to achieve a
new ideological balance, that is, a new
form of work.
(3) Effect: After the existing materials
of the same kind or different properties
are processed, the old functions of the
materials may be subverted, and the
new and old materials together form a
unified unit of "new". In the process of
reorganization of disparate objects,
some old materials have been given new
meaning through this approach.
From the perspective of thinking and
techniques, "Collage" tries to break the
shackles of traditional painting methods,
including other materials besides
painting paper and canvas, and
integrating them through creation.
Because the materials are different, the
results are also randomized. The entire
process relies on the artist's abstract
imagination and the free use of
materials. Through processing, the
physical, spiritual and visual
reorganization is achieved.
(3) The maturity of collage
From single multi-view collage, multi-
media collage, occasional collage to
later irrational collage and repetitive
collage, the artist has made the
"collage" multiple interpretations in the
picture, but these applications None of
the forms have escaped the shackles of
traditional plane expression. In the
1960s, under the influence of
functionalism and minimalism,
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Figure 3-7. The plan of Vossen, Le Corbusier, 1922
Figure 3-8. Amsterdam city aerial view
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modern cities increasingly broke away from traditional styles, showing a homogenized
state. The city lacked humanistic care and gradually lost its regional characteristics.
The post-modernist ideas whose main characteristics are humanism and continuation
of the culture began to penetrate into the field of architecture and urban design, and as
a way to match the needs of this era, collage has become one of the important means
to achieve this goal. In 1978, Collinro published "Collage City", he analyzed modern
cities from a philosophical perspective, guided people to reconsider the history and
complexity of cities, and pointed out that cities should not become perfect utopias. The
extreme admiration of the future technological world and the conservative nostalgia
for traditional cities will appear pale and weak. Modern cities should be formed by the
spatial intentions of different periods superimposed on each other, and they should be
treated differently by multiple methods . At the same time, urban designers should act
as a "collage maker" to seek the coexistence of the future and the past, personality and
universality, contradiction and unity [9]. Collinro brought the "collage" back to the
perspective of three-dimensional space for discussion, and raised it from the traditional
technical level to the conceptual level, intended to be an important proposition of
"how to treat history" in urban design. Provide an idea. Subsequently, the idea
of ​​collage was more embodied in practice. For example, the Italian Plaza designed by
American postmodernist Charles Moore, located in the commercial center of New
Orleans, where Italian immigrants are concentrated, will have different typical Roman
column characteristics. The arc-shaped colonnade is arranged on both sides of the
square, while the column body is made of stainless steel. It is combined with other
decorative constructions painted in different colors such as yellow, orange-red, and
herring. The reference to the traditional elements, the transformation and the
recombination with modern materials make the square reveal the atmosphere of the
times from the classical column style, and the strong symbolism also triggers people to
recall the history (Figure 3-6). The application of collage in the field of architecture
and urban design realizes its transition from two-dimensional to three-dimensional,
and also indicates the maturity of the collage concept.
3.3.3 How did the "collage“ extend from the art to architecture and urban design?
The reason why the book "City Collage" is epoch-making is that collage is not only
used as a means, but also as a way of thinking to deal with urban problems and
architectural renewal design. "Collage City" has a large number of descriptions of
modern utopia and traditional town landscapes. While affirming that modernist
architectural planning brings functional rationality and physical comfort to people, it
also analyzes the structuralism and logicism of modernism. Excessively praised the
question. It is true that the glorious city (figure 3-7), the rational distribution of
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[9] Huang Yilun. Conservation, Renewal and Function Shaping of Urban Historic Waterfront Area——
Taking the Urban Design of Shanghai South Bund Waterfront as an Example. Shanghai Urban Planning,
2013 (2): 53-58
sunlight, water, air, etc. in automobile transportation and residence, as
well as the resulting ethical fairness, are all landmark measures in the
history of architecture. However, combined with a series of cases, the
book gently and melodiously launched religious, technological, and
human philosophical speculation: the savior-like modernism idea is
indeed the only truth that is universally applicable? In a real case, the
urban pattern formed by different historical backgrounds and different
cultural influences should only be dominated by modernism in the
process of urbanization, and exclude all existing structural patterns
from history [10]?
After analyzing and comparing a series of city cases, Colin Rowe and
Fred Cot found from the perspective of individual users that Le
Corbusier ’s exciting ideal city model seemed a bit monotonous-Cobb
The "Vaison Plan" (1922) for the center of Paris advocates the
removal of the splendid old structures of Paris and the replacement
with modern buildings. Fortunately, it only appears in the magnificent
blueprint. In fact, cities such as Amsterdam appear to be so vivid,
tolerant, and interesting (Figure 3-8), which further provokes a
reflection on the surge of modernism. Furthermore, let's ask the facts
concisely: should the city be flooded with a single, highly organized
public space, spacious and separated streets and car traffic, or should
there be multiple styles and historical information coexisting like
Rome and Paris? In the latter, people can cross the streets from time
to time and experience the civilization of the city on the human scale.
The author's discussion about "hedgehog" and "fox" is actually a
metaphor for two urban patterns: whether the pattern is exclusive,
controlled everywhere by the modernist structural system, or is the
inclusive, multi-symbol coexisting urban pattern wise [11]? After
conducting a series of analysis on religion, morality, technology, and
politics, the book clearly favors the latter.
"City as a scene" is an important point obtained by Colin Rowe and
Fred Cot after a variety of urban case studies. The point of view in the
book-modernization planned under the principles of technical
rationalism and pure function The city is not necessarily smarter than
the original huts or traditional towns, and contains deep humanistic
care. It is also the experience of 20th century Europe and China
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through several practical experiences [12] . The idea of "city as a
scene" depends on the architecture of different periods The reason for
equal status is that any architectural form is a product of history, and
behind it there are technical or historical political reasons that must
exist at that time. At the same time, as the place where the event
occurs and the cultural carrier, the richness of the urban cultural form
is also extremely important. This constitutes the ideological basis for
maintaining and developing different cultural elements in urban
renewal.
3.3.4 The idea and method of "Collage City“
This city is both an individual and an open whole. As an individual, it
must maintain its own uniqueness, and this uniqueness just depends
on its diverse whole. According to the current situation of the city and
the background of the city—some historical structures remain good,
some may not exist, and in the face of different urban renewal needs,
it is difficult and impossible to adopt a unified transformation method.
However, from the perspective of urban form, history and cultural
continuity, construction practitioners can adhere to the perspective of
urban integrity and diversification and pursue unity and harmony in
the new situation. How to carry out architectural design in time to
create high-value urban fusion effects in function, culture and
environment, and to regenerate new and old things. An important task
of urban integration.
Figure 3-9, Collage City ,Rowe, Colin and Koetter, Fred. 
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The city is different from the artistic sense of narrow. It is first and
foremost a physical element. The problem of division of labor in the
social structure must be resolved and the group’s clothes, food and
housing must be used. At the same time, it also has historical
verticality, because it develops with time and is itself a carrier of
cultural continuity. In specific architectural design and urban design,
if the urban land, buildings or certain structures are regarded as some
physical elements of the city, they will be regarded as the elements
that constitute the fragmentation of the urban space memory under the
collage thinking. This may help the integration of urban forms under
the influence of various factors-otherwise, there will still be scattered
and chaotic urban forms.
The inspiration for the book "City Collage" and the European case is
that collage is not only a creative technique, but also an important
way of thinking about architectural design and the construction of
surrounding historical stories. From the perspective of overall design,
meaningful dialogue with the historical environment is tantamount to
taking a positive approach to continue the urban environment and
optimize urban functions. Using collage ideas to guide urban renewal
does not use a hybrid approach on a single building, but respects
history and tolerates and recognizes its products at different stages
(including past, present and future). If you get rid of the constraints of
style logic and dual logic, consider the historical relics and natural
elements of each period as the basis for conversion, and follow the
principles of urban integrity and morphological unity, and combine
new social, functional and technological needs . Using this method
for the industrial zone, the reconstruction will undoubtedly provide a
reasonable and beautiful cultural memory for the urban area and
future generations.
3.4 Advantages of collage architecture
1) Diverse
Jane Jacobs believes that the functional division of modernism
sacrifices the organic organization of the city and eliminates the
diversity of the city. She wrote in "Death and Life in American Cities"
that "... the main functions of the region and as many of its internal
areas as possible must be more than one, preferably more than two,
and these functions must ensure the existence of the flow of people.
No matter if they go out on different schedules or come here for
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different purposes, they should be able to use many common
facilities. ”
Jane Jacobs believes that "diversity is the nature of the city", and
mixed use forms the diversity of the city. Cities are places where
thousands of people live together. In a modern and diversified society,
the mixed use of urban areas reflects and expresses the diverse needs
of various people in form and content. As a complex system, the
mixed-use urban area has multiple functions that are as intricate as
possible and support each other to meet people's various life needs,
thereby creating diverse urban life. [13]
2) Space
The openness of the mixed-use urban area is represented by its
accessibility. We see that the accessibility of mixed-use urban areas is
often higher, that is, people can more easily use urban traffic to come
to mixed-use urban areas, and within the area will not be hindered by
traffic and other factors, this is achieved The openness of the mixed
use of urban areas on the spatial level.
3) Vitality
In Jane Jacobs' view, urban vitality is the primary goal of urban
planning. Urban planning must focus on how to promote and maintain
urban vitality. The source of urban vitality is human needs and the
resulting connections between people. The mixed function is the
material basis of urban vitality. "[13]
Mixed-use urban areas tend to be more attractive than single-function
urban areas, because the diversity of the former can meet the needs of
a wide audience, and its openness will not hinder their arrival. That is,
it reflects the accessibility, so a large number of different audiences
will be attracted to the mixed-use urban areas to be active, and they
will have contact with each other, and at the same time, they will
enjoy the vitality brought by each other.
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4. VITALITY REGENERATION: FROM SINGLE TO MULTIPLE
4.1 Concept of “Vitality Regeneration”
4.2 Advantage of using "collage" in the update of old industrial areas
4.3 Case Studies
-- Case in Germany
-- Case2 Collage Building, Barcelona
-- Case3 Conterie Muran -- New Residential Neighborhood, Italy
4.4 Renewal strategy of industrial heritage based on collage concept
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Kevin Lynch believes that the key elements of a good urban form are
vitality, feeling, suitability, accessibility and management. Urban life
is the foundation of urban vitality research, and the analysis of
contemporary urban life is our entry point for studying urban vitality.
Our research on urban vitality can be broken down into an analysis of
three vitalities: economic vitality, social vitality, and cultural vitality:
economic vitality is the foundation of urban vitality and the
prerequisite for generating modern urban vitality, social vitality is the
core of urban vitality, and is the city The specific manifestation of
vitality; cultural vitality is the connotative quality requirement of
urban vitality. To revitalize the modern industrial heritage, on the one
hand, give full play to the economic value and use value of industrial
heritage in space, land and location, seek the greatest cultural
sustainable development, and create more derivative added value. This
4.1 The Concept of “Vitality Regeneration”
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How to deal with the unification of history and reality and complete
the integration of function and space is an important proposition for
the upgrading of old industrial areas. As a design concept
expressing the multiple coexistence and harmony of things, collage
provides a reference for solving this problem.
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4.2 Advantage of using "collage" in the update of old
industrial areas
(1) Meeting the design needs of modern landscapes
With the advancement of the times, people's lifestyles and thinking
habits have changed greatly from the past, reflected in the landscape,
mainly manifested in the pursuit of urban space diversity and
openness. In order to adapt to the needs of standardized production,
the old industrial zone, which presents a single function and closed
space, has been difficult to adapt to the development needs of modern
society. At this time, collage is a "diversified" strategy for the old
industrial zone. Remodeling and function adjustments provide design
ideas.
(2) Inheritance of historical and cultural values
The industrial period is an important historical period of human
civilization. Its unique production technology, industrial architectural
style and industrial spirit are all witnesses of industrial society's
production and life. It bears the historical memory of the vast number
of working people and conveys special history, culture and Spiritual
meaning. The original industrial relics have been shoveled, and the
practice of flat land gardening has been widely criticized; and the way
of blindly imitating traditions and storing or rebuilding industrial
plants intact is just a kind of old-fashioned, weak for the future This
approach, which hinders the progress of history, is equally undesirable.
Therefore, how to embody the historical nature of the place and
highlight the characteristics of the times, how to deal with the
differences between the old and the new landscapes, and complete the
inheritance of history are exactly the problems that collage needs to
solve.
process includes reviving the broken scene, injecting human activities,
and maintaining the local cultural context. When renovating old urban
spaces, the industrial heritage protection and renewal itself is
associated with urban regeneration, and the historical, aesthetic and
economic improvement of old urban industrial spaces is sought. On
the other hand, the industry is upgraded and transformed to improve
market competitiveness and revitalize the city's economic vitality, and
use this as a cornerstone to make the city sustainable development.
This paper explores the above problems through the transformation
research of Ca L‘ illa industrial heritage.
Figure 4-1: Frankfurt Historical Museum (brutalism), 1974
Figure 4-3, Nikolaikirche on 
Roemerberg square
Figure 4-2: The newly built Frankfurt History Museum, 2017
Figure 4-4, overlooking the 
Saalhof from the tower
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4.3 Cases Studies
texture. After two resolutions were passed
in 2005 and 2008, the flank was removed in
2011. The newly built part adopts the first
prize scheme won in the 2008 competition
(Figure 4-2), designed by Lederer
Ragnarsdóttir Oei and completed in May
2017.
Interestingly, none of the six shortlisted
proposals adopted the copy of the old
pavilion without exception, but within the
existing lot, through different architectural
forms and layouts, re-divided the site,
hoping to create a city of reasonable size
space. The Nikolaikirche in the north
(figure 4-3) and the original historical
museum in the south (figure 4-4) are both
rare and preserved buildings in the late
Gothic style of the city. They are also on the
only road from the Rhine to Roemerberg at
the south exit of the city— -In the Middle
Ages, after the coronation of all the kings in
the cathedral, they walked west through the
alley to Roemerberg to celebrate. Therefore,
in such a commemorative historical location,
how to properly handle the relationship with
Nikolaikirche and the original historical
museum has become a top priority.
The winning of the first prize program
mainly reflects the advantages in two
aspects (Figure 4-6 ~ Figure 4-7). On the
one hand, in such a sensitive environment,
it reconstructs a comfortable, small-scale
urban texture. The new building consists of
two parts: the main exhibition hall in the
north and the administrative part in the
south, both connected by an underground
exhibition space. The pavilion in the north
is in a shape of 60 meters long, and is four
stories high like the traditional buildings
around. Its long volume is located between
the north side church and the south side
administrative part, subtly giving the base
two spatial attributes: externally, the new
volume of the new hall is slightly parallel to
Cases in Germany
Since the mid-1970s, German architectural
design has maintained a focus on the city ’s
overall relationship. In important historical
areas, several brutalist buildings built after
the war have been demolished in recent
years. Instead, the citizens, experts,
politicians, Party A, and investors have
selected new design solutions through
competition, and look forward to reshaping
the harmonious relationship with the
surrounding environment. In view of the
destruction of historical texture caused by
modernization and various urban
background conditions, architectural design
and renovation techniques are also different.
In Germany, there are three main methods
of "old, new, new" (new building parts are
added to the ruins), "new" (a contrast with
the historical environment), and
"moderately new" (pursuing appropriate
integration with the surrounding
environment). Now only taking the winning
works of the design competition of the
Frankfurt Historical Museum as an example
to explore one of the possibilities of
creating a "moderately new" relationship
with modern techniques.
The predecessor of the new Frankfurt
History Museum was the flanks of the
original Frankfurt History Museum (1877-
1878), which was built in 1972, and was a
four-storey concrete building (Figure 4-1).
Regardless of its huge form volume or
rough style of architectural vocabulary, it
constitutes a disharmony with the original
exhibition hall. In the late 1980s, it was
widely criticized as the "cancer" on the road
from the southern gate to the Roemerberg in
the city, which seriously damaged the
environmental landscape of the old city-
between Frankfurt Cathedral and
Roemerberg The area is also the core area
where the city strives to restore its historical
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Figure 4-5  Finalist Award Scheme (Braun & Schlockermann and Partner G6R)
Figure 4-8 Sectional view of the first prize scheme (Lederer Ragnarsdóttir Oei)
Figure 4-6 - 4-7 Architectural model of the first prize  winning scheme  
(Lederer Ragnarsdóttir Oei)
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competitions, although the concept of
enclosing old buildings and forming new
squares also emerged, some models tended
to be neoclassical, and some models were
more novel and unique, but the jury favored
the design of the first prize. . It is considered
to be the best solution for a reasonable site
layout and creating a reasonable new form
in such a sensitive location. Experts agree
that this combination of two new curved
double-slope roofs is derived from
traditional creations and is “moderately”
integrated with the surrounding
environment.
In the second prize and other shortlisted
proposals (Figure 4-5), although the city
square was also shaped between the new
pavilion and the administrative section.
However, due to excessive concessions in
the overall volume, insufficient use of the
venue has become a weakness. Some design
the entrance of the square in the vertical
direction. Pedestrians must first walk along
a newly designed north-south long strip
building, and then enter the square through
the entrance locked in the north. Compared
with the first prize plan, this is obviously
insufficient in the activation of urban space
and the design of urban space around the
corner of the church.
It can be seen from this that the architectural
design in the historical part of Europe is
closely related to urban design and cultural
thinking. How to deal with the relationship
with the old buildings, so that the old
buildings are merged into the new building
groups in a favorable manner, and how to
create a new building that meets the
function from the overall historical
environment, and change the surrounding
environment relationship through the design
itself It has been the focus of European
architectural competitions in recent decades.
the long axis of the church, creating a new
alley— —It passes east from behind the
church and is just right connected to
Saalgasse, a cluster of post-modern
residential buildings that emerged in the
1980s when the city was rebuilt. This
completes the city's pedestrian system;
internally, a wedge-shaped city square is
formed between the new pavilion and the
newly built administrative section. It opens
directly on the road that must pass from the
south entrance of the city wall to the center
of the city, and attracts pedestrians through
the circular lighting of the steps and the roof
of the underground space. The facade
emphasizes the sense of sequence of the
columns and increases the square depth
effect. Although the jury questioned its
opening without traditional height, the
facade of the building was designed in the
form of an alcove, with sculpture exhibits
arranged inside the alcove, which paved the
outdoor museum atmosphere; The zigzag as
a whole, as far as possible to meet the
function, reserve as much public space as
possible. Together with the old pavilion, the
color tone of red sandstone is used,
supplemented by a new pattern design, and
the tone of the new part of the history
museum is determined accordingly.
Architectural design most attracted the
attention of experts is its roof form. The top
of the exhibition space adopts two traditional
scale double slope roofs, which are designed
in a new form different from the curvature of
the traditional roof. This aspect meets the
requirements of the exhibition space for
building depth-if a traditional single pitched
roof is used, the building depth is too small
to meet the functional requirements of the
exhibition space; The skylights are designed
according to special angles to ensure that
soft natural skylight diffuses into the top of
the pavilion during the day. In other
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Cases Studies – Collage Building, Barcelona
Figure 4-9 Some perspective view
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Figure 4-10  Location map
The Collage Building is an architectural building of proximity, connected with the
urban landscape and the social necessities of Barcelona, designed by Rahola Vidal
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Figure 4-11 Facade material
The project works as a vertical city organized by horizontal layers,
each one related with the others through perforations and voids. The
building groups different facilities: a nursery, a young center, a library,
a community center and an auditorium.
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Figure 4-12 Ground floor plan
Figure 4-13 Some interior perspectives
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Figure 4-14 Axonometric
These five programs need a close relation with the outside but they have
to share the same ground floor. This becomes a social place, permeable
and active which connects the surrounding city with the building and the
public garden in the block interior.
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Figure 4-16 Nursery interior perspectives
Figure 4-15 Ground floor perspectives
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Figure 4-17 Section A-A
Figure 4-18 Section B-B
Case Studies  -- Conterie Murano
New residential neighborhood
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Figure 4-19, Previous building in 2017 
Figure 4-20, Location of the site
Figure 4-21, Public entrance to the area
Figure 4-22/23, The new roof
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The project is located in the center of Murano and is an industrial park covering an
area of ​​two hectares. Built between the end of the 18th century and the first half of the
19th century, the complex achieved the largest industrial output at that time. It began
to decline in the 1970s and eventually closed in 1993. After losing its original function,
Conterie was surrounded and completely isolated from the city, preventing any form
of communication between the industrial park and the surrounding area, and its huge
volume formed a distinct shape with the dense urban space around it. Comparison.
Later, by giving it new functions to update Conterie's industrial buildings, the region
can benefit from it. The main renovation method is to update to a hotel, two residential
areas and handicrafts and commercial spaces, and the completion of the new public
route also helps to transform the area into an open space, making it harmonious with
the surrounding environment.
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24 26
25 27
Figure 4-24/26/27, Public entrance to
the area-Tiny house between two
original chimneys
Figure 4-25, Preserved façade
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The new residential part was selected to be built inside the abandoned
factory, and part of it was preserved. Part A of the building is
composed of the north facade of the old factory, and the apartment
part is next to these facades, and respects the windows left by the
factory. The classification of different units juxtaposed to form a
comb-like structure, south can get enough sunlight, so as to obtain
better natural lighting and ventilation. This structure means that the
distance between the outer walls of the two buildings is different,
resulting in a series of urban spaces. The renovated residential part
fully reflects the existing urban structure in the area. In addition, the
new building is partly composed of two blocks (each block includes 8
residential units and a commercial area), and makes room for a square
in the interior, bringing more vitality to the area.
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Figure 4-28, Present section
Figure 4-29, Previous section
Figure 4-30, Axonometric
Figure 4-31, North elevation
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(1) Functional collage
With the expansion of the city scale, the old industrial zone that was
originally on the edge of the city or the inner city has gradually
become the center of the city. The important location advantage
makes the industrial zone that is declining due to the transformation
of the industrial structure urgently need to be renewed and replaced
by functions. Stimulate economic recovery and enhance regional
vitality. The design concept of collage is embodied in the process of
functional update, which is mainly reflected in three aspects:
① Functional integration of old industrial areas, forming a
collage of multiple functions.
Depending on the size of the area, in the process of transformation of
the old industrial area with a large area, considering the needs of
future development and its own resource characteristics, a
comprehensive development strategy is often adopted to form
business, residence, tourism, culture and leisure A compound layout
structure in which multiple functions such as entertainment are mixed
on the plane and the facade [14]. The collaged function collection not
only satisfies people's diversified life needs, but also avoids the
problems of low land use rate and unused space caused by single
functions.
② Strengthen the stitching between the old industrial zone and
the modern urban functional system to form a collage effect.
Many old industrial districts that have been renovated, because of
lack of organic connection and excessiveness with urban functions,
often develop in an isolated situation and fail to effectively play their
spatial functions. For example, the early development of the London
Docklands allowed market construction to operate, leading to blurred
regional function.
positioning, chaotic architectural space, and serious shortage of open
space. The updated effect was not significant. At the same time, the
reconstruction plan of Shanghai Minsheng Wharf has more
considered the complementary chain with the surrounding land
function. Due to the scope of Lujiazui CBD radiation and the
intensive surrounding residential land, the plan is finally positioned as
a complex of cultural creativity and recreation , To complement the
4.4 Renewal strategy of industrial heritage based on collage concept
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[14]黄轶伦. 城市历史滨水区的保护更新与功能塑造——以上海南外滩滨水区城市设计为例. 上
海城市规划, 2013(2):53-58.
surrounding commercial, residential and other land use functions to
form a dislocation supplement, after the collage function, interact
with each other, stimulate each other, forming an overall effect
greater than the sum of the parts.
③ Substitute the function of the substance and form a new
collage combination with the original form.
In the process of renewal and reconstruction of old industrial areas,
industrial buildings or facilities whose structures are still intact can
often retain their original appearance and replace their functions. This
way of giving new attributes to the old forms of things can also be
called The homogeneity of things, the same substance has different
use value compared with the past because of the new function, and
the historical memory is continued while the concept is changed.
(2) Spatial collage
The intervention of new elements and the preservation of the original
elements in the transformation of the old industrial area will
inevitably lead to a collage of diverse spatial forms. The
superposition and juxtaposition of multiple spaces constitute the main
expression of space collage.
The "multiple space superposition" collage method is more used for
layering and superimposing various functional systems in the
reconstruction of old industrial areas. Kinds of ways. In order to meet
the needs of industrialized production processes in the factory area, a
regular determinant layout is presented inside, and the buildings are
arranged in dots or stripes. Among them, the trees are planted along
both sides of the regular road. This grid-like form constitutes the
basic spatial texture of the old industrial zone. The transformation
basically retains the original layout form and integrates the three
functions of building, transportation and greening in the plant area.
The system carries out hierarchical planning to retain the original
ecological vegetation, and the original buildings are partially retained
and modified. The road system is changed according to the location
and function of the main entrances and exits on the basis of
continuing the original pattern, and finally the modified functions
system sews again [15]. From another perspective, this layered and
superimposed method can also be called a heterogeneous and
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[15] 陈铭, 王洋. 住区规划中工业遗存的保护与再利用—以武汉万科·润园的规划实践为例. 华中建
筑, 2007(7): 131-134.
isomorphic phenomenon, which means that a certain common order is
applied to substances with different attributes, thereby forming a new
whole. This model from whole to partial to whole realizes the
gradation processing of the space, while perfecting the various
functional systems, it is again put together by virtue of the
interdependent relationship.
Different from the vertical stacking of space, juxtaposition is more
inclined to the horizontal concatenation of space. The series
connection is to break the closure and isolation of the original space
in the old industrial zone, to realize the mutual penetration of the
space, and to establish an effective connection between different
spaces. For example, the old waterfront industrial area often causes
the space interface to be inwardly closed due to production needs. At
the same time, the urban expressway also blocks its connection with
the hinterland of the city. By opening up public spaces and erecting
the pedestrian transportation system vertically. The openness and
accessibility of the industrial zone have enabled the waterfront, old
industrial zone, urban hinterland and other spaces to re-establish
connections and achieve spatial collage.
(3) Collage of heterogeneous elements
The use of heterogeneous elements in the old industrial area can break
the tediousness of the original interface, and create a harmonious
beauty of contrast between the old and the new through the different
changes in the form, material, color, scale, etc. between different
elements.
The heterogeneous elements are often recombined through
interpenetration, biting, misalignment, juxtaposition, etc. The clear
boundaries between each other produce a new meaning in the quiet
collision. The use of collage makes the design adopt a neutral attitude.
Without prejudice to any party in the past and present, realized the
dialogue between the new and the old.
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Site: Cal L’illa,poblenou,barcelona
It was mainly for Vicente llla SA textile bleaching, dyeing and dressing industry.
PROJECT SELECTED--Cal L’illa Factory
An Old Textile Factory
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SITE
SITE ANALYSIS
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The northeast side of the base is a residential area,
the east and west sides are mixed industrial and
residential areas, and the southwest side is the area
to be demolished
N
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Condition of existing building:
-The volume is too large, the hierarchy is complicated, and it is
difficult to use;
-The entire factory has only one entrance, and the function lacks
layout;
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-Lack of landscape;
-No any forms communication with the surrounding area;
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CURRENT SITUATION
Problems:
-How to integrate the existing resources to activate the entire
industrial architecture, let the existing buildings on the site exert
their connectivity, and fill the gaps in urban culture?
-It is almost completely closed to the outside now, How to attract
the surrounding people and integrate with the surrounding area?
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Courtyard
Public activities for residents
Sunken garden for city
Open space
Public activities for city
Community center + Sunken garden + Open ground floor + Office + Residential 
DESIGN STRATEGY
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Diverse collage
In today's diverse social environment, urban forms and architectural concepts have
shifted to multiple perspectives. The project distributes various spaces (such as
courtyards, sunken parks, open first floor spaces, houses, offices, etc.) into a very
active scene.
At the same time, the design integrates the original architectural elements (such as
chimneys, clock towers and original brick walls) into the background of the new urban
event venue. The collage of time, space and materials makes it more attractive and




“Collage” cityA new reality--
“Collage” building
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Initial situation Demolished buidings
(broken the large volume)
Office partPublic activities for people
(open to the city)
DESIGN PROCESS
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Demolished buidings Form three courtyard
(one of them designed a sunken garden)
AxonometricResidential part
01 02 03 04
05 06 07 08
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AXONOMETRIC
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The culture of Barcelona is the overlap of old and new symbiosis in different times.
Using the "city collage" approach to deal with the spatial relationship between the old
and new buildings of Ca L'illa, it neither emphasizes the resulting "modernization" nor
the original "industrial heritage protection", but rather reorganizes and integrates with
a sense of the times. The historical structure of the city participates in the current and
future urban development.
MASTER PLAN
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Ground floor plan
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4
Second floor plan
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SECTION
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Section B-B
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B B
PERSPECTIVE
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PERSPECTIVE
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PERSPECTIVE
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CONCLUSION
This article mainly discusses how to update the industrial heritage
from the perspective of "vitality regeneration". This article first made
a basic research on the concept of industrial heritage renewal and
mixing and collage, and then discussed the feasibility of the
combination of industrial heritage renewal and mixing and collage,
and how to achieve the combination of the two. The conclusions
drawn from the full text of the analysis and analysis mainly include
the combination of the two and the design strategy.
The conclusion of the combination of the two
In terms of the combination of the two, the concept of mixing and
collage can solve the problems in the update of industrial heritage,
and the combination of the two can also produce new advantages. It
can be seen that the concept of mixing and collage is an effective and
feasible way for the protection and reuse of industrial heritage.
The protection and reuse of industrial heritage is based on the
background of urban development. There are problems such as
lagging development of basic service facilities, unbalanced industrial
structure, tight urban land use, single city image, and lack of urban
culture in urban development. There are also problems such as large-
scale demolition, large-scale construction, closed protection, and a
single mode of development.
Mixing and collage advocates the mixing of multiple urban functions
in a certain area, advocates the establishment of a walking system,
advocates small-scale intensive development with a certain density,
and advocates public participation. Based on this, it can be analyzed
that the concept of mixing and collage is diverse and open, and can
bring vitality and efficiency.
The combination of the concept of hybrid and collage and the update
of industrial heritage can not only reflect the superiority of the
concept of hybrid and collage in the update of industrial heritage, but
also produce new features and advantages, such as making industrial
heritage better serve the city Development, while creating a diverse
life, has also expanded the place spirit of industrial heritage.
Conclusion of design strategy
Through the review of the development process of mixing and collage,
the characteristics of mixing and collage are analyzed, and the main
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forms of application of collage are analyzed and summarized from the actual cases
updated in the old industrial area. It can be clearly found that in the application
process of mixing and collage in the old industrial area, it can well stitch the fault
relationship between multiple functions, spaces and forms, and at the same time find a
bridge between history and reality to provide a bridge for the old industrial area in the
future. The organic update provides important methodological guidance.
Conclusion
In today's diverse social environment, urban forms and architectural concepts have
turned to a diversified perspective. "Collage" has become the best way to achieve this
goal. People began to use collage to explore the soul of the city and show its The past,
present and future make cities and buildings more vital. From the perspective of the
renewal of industrial heritage, the collage reflects the beauty of the process, the
building is like the birth of life, and every segment needs people to remember.
Overlaying again and again produces different visual effects, and elements that are not
related to each other gradually glow new meanings during the stacking process. The
industrial heritage is not a closed object, but an extension of the urban fabric, and the
industrial heritage is more integrated into people's life. This is the purpose of this
paper.
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